Our Mock Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Assessment Report Outline

Task: Your goal is to contribute to a class-written IPCC Assessment Report by writing an informative/explanatory paper to answer a question you developed that fits within the focus of your assigned Working Group. Your answer should:

- be approximately 1 page
- include at least 4 scientific sources
- use in-text citations
- use an IPCC Assessment Report for at least one source
- include at least one visual that effectively displays data or explains a concept

Use the IPCC website to explore possible questions and resources. Collaborate with your group members so that every member has a unique question. Be sure that your research questions provide insight on a variety of topics so that your collective report gives the reader a thorough understanding of your Working Group’s focus.

Question (Draft 1):

Question (Draft 2):

Teacher initials of approval ____________

Your References (Must be properly cited, MLA format):

1. ____________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________________________

Format:
No heading Must be typed
Question listed at top of paper in bold Arial, size 11 font
“Written by (name), WG (number)” underneath question Double-spaced
Approx. 500 words (about 1 page, not including sources) 1” margins
Reference list (MLA) on bottom of page

Due dates:
Question ________________ First draft ________________
References ________________ Second draft (2 copies, no name) ________________ Final
draft ________________